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Kate Rowntree: Talk“Linking geomorphology and ecology for the protection of South           
African and African water resources 
 

1. I know the talk focused on ecology and geomorphology but you speak of your work in                
the Tsitsa catchment and the small hydropower station on the river has just been made               
operational. Did you perhaps work with the engineers on sediment flow through the             
station and possible implications thereof? Or how geomorphology could contribute to           
that conversation. 

- Bennie and Laura focus on sediment monitoring. 
- Laura has been monitoring suspended sediment in the catchment. Will contribute to the             

understanding of the sediment concentrations of the river, when the river comes down in              
flood. 

 
2. You speak of the tensions between geomorphologists and ecologists and how the two             

fields are increasingly ‘cross pollinating’. This is encouraging to see. Can you think of the               
tipping point when this started to happen or has this been more gradual, happening              
slowly during your career?  

- Mainly gradual. 



 
 

- Tipping points: late 1990s, flow in the Berg River with Davies. Q: how much flow do we                 
need to move these cobbles? Based on velocity, depth of flow, etc. MAde me think of                
how to solve those issues. 

- Working with vegetation specialists is very useful (vegetation/geomorph water needs). 
- Geomorphs hazy on frequency of flood needed for flood banks - veg focus on veg (keep                

trees off banks). 
 

3. Have you considered working more closely with earth observation researchers (remote           
sensing), in perhaps modelling sediment flow of rivers using aspects of the EMS? 

- No. Question more for Jay le Roux. 
 

4. This is not related to your research, not directly, but many of your students have become                
very successful. Do you still work with them? Have you experienced any issues working              
with your previous students. Could you make recommendations to handle such           
relationships? 

Yes, I work with some. Bennie, Laura,Nic. (Environmental flow work with Bennie). 
- Problems:  

- Students could get all the contracts  
- Some students leave and their expertise too. 

- Recommendation: let go, they are younger. 
- Kept in touch with many of my students, but not necessarily on a work basis. 

 
 

5. Kate, what burning research questions should future generations of fluvial          
geomorphologists tackle? And on a personal level, what research projects did you find             
most fulfilling and why? 

- I think that the most relevant questions fluvial geomorphologists should be seeking            
answers to are around the nature of channel adjustment and change. Are we dealing              
with an equilibrium system, a cyclical system or a transformed system on a trajectory to               
who knows where. This is something I would have gone on to look at in my talk if I had                    
had more time. (I deleted about 14 slides!) 



 
 

- The link between channel form and sediment transport is an important question related             
to EWR work. There is a reasonable understanding of the physics of sediment transport              
but how is the transported sediment converted to morphological features. We may need             
to pay more attention to sediment deposition and storage processes. So we might             
provide flows that will mobilise fine sediment on the bed, but where does it go to? Lab                 
and theoretical studies need to be relocated to the field. 

- Which research projects did I find most fulfilling - that is difficult to answer as they tend to                  
blur into each other. I enjoy being in the field and I enjoy sitting back and constructing                 
conceptual models that bring everything together. I don’t enjoy projects where           
geomorphology is stretched beyond its reasonable limits - like having to assess the             
degree of modification from an indefinable reference condition (but that’s another story). 

 
Heinz Beckedahl Talk“Aspects of applied geomorphology in Southern Africa - Linking           
theory and practice “ 
 

1. How ‘visible’ is geomorphology as a science in the southern African consulting industry? 
Becoming more visible. Recently more advertisements call specifically for geomorphologists.          
Increased interaction with SACNASP is an important step forward. Should also be more visible              
in the public media. Certainly more in the consultancy industry. 
 

2. Are there any risks to the planting of vetiver grass (i.e. a non-indigenous plant)? 
- None that we are aware of. It is being closely monitored, e.g. Roley Nöffke from               

Hydromulch (one of the largest distributors in southern Africa). Been in the country for a               
very long time (early Dutch settler, for essential oils, insect repellant). No evidence thus              
far of it becoming invasive (does not go to seed and does not send out runners). Limited                 
multiplication system. 

- Challenges of use in the rehabilitation industry: essential oil (uses in aromatherapy), oil             
concentrated on nodules in the root so you would have to uproot the plant. This is not                 
good for rehabilitation. 

 
 
 



 
 

3. How can the society improve on the visibility of the discipline? 
- Wetland science is dominated by ecologists. Geomorphologists are integral here but           

often sidelined. Need to stay out of politics but unfortunately it is very present. The               
association can assist here to drive this in the right direction. 

 
Renee Grundling Talk "Introducing the Southern African Young Geomorphologists” 
 

1. Does your postgrad project define your career? 
- Bennie van der Waal: Yes and no. 
- Althea: Your project should align with your interest and employment. 
- Hendric Moabi: I am of the view that the Post Grad Project prepares individuals to be                

able to adapt in every environment. 
- Rivoningo Khosa: I think it also depends on the level of postgrad you are in. My Honours                 

project was picked out of a hat so that really did not translate into my MSc and now PhD                   
work. 

 
2. Studying abroad vs SA. 
- Bennie van der Waal: Do some of your learning at other institutions/universities. Visiting             

professors are also very helpful, there are many benefits derived from this. This way              
ideas can be exchanged and learned from others. You don’t necessarily have to leave              
South Africa to benefit from others 

- Althea Grundling: Echo Bennie. Learn so much from other institutions. Good to see how              
we compare internationally and on bringing skills/knowledge back to our own country.            
Just be aware of the requirements  

- Heinz Beckedahl: There is a real cost factor so going abroad is not always feasible.               
Easier to apply to student exchanges so look into that - it still gives you international                
experience. Also contact international colleagues and offer to assist with a job aspect. 

 
3. How do you build a healthy relationship with supervisor/co-supervisor/co-workers? 
- Be involved, available, build your networks (they are critical). You need networks to             

establish yourself as a researcher/consultants. 



 
 

- Althea Grudnling: Each student-supervisor relationship is different. Be aware of the roles            
of everyone and what role each one must perform. E.g., ARC projects are run form the                
ARC but the main supervisor will sit at a University. It is important that everyone is very                 
clear on the supervisor/co-supervisor/project leader role to avoid        
misunderstandings/issues. It is also important that the student takes ownership and           
responsibility for their project. They must put in their time, give their best effort. It is                
unhelpful if students are unrealistic. They must take criticism positively - this is part of the                
learning curve. 

- Kate Rowntree: Make regular contact with your supervisor (personally and professionally           
- academically). Also keep in contact after having received your degree - the supervisor              
builds you up as well so acknowledge your supervisor’s effort that was put in. 

- Suzanne Grenfell: The best supervisor-student relationships are built on mutual respect -            
listen, take initiative and read! 

- Hendric Moabi: Building a trust with your supervisor, as Benjamin indicated, being            
independent & transparent are some of the fundamental things for a good relationship. 

- Laura Bannatyne: Be aware that mentoring may also come from outside the            
supervisor/student relationship. 

- Ian Foster: That is an issue all over the world. BUT I would argue that a critical issue in                   
SA is having the support in Universities to provide the best supervision we can. Kate and                
Heinz between them have trained > 30 PhD students which is a major plus. 

 
4. Academic vs. private sector. 
- Bennie van der Waal: You switch between the two. Depends on personal preference.             

There are opportunities in both. The academic sector can be very stimulating, long term              
growth. The private sector can be erratic with gaps in work opportunities. I have not quite                
made up my mind. There is often not enough time given in the consultancy sector to                
prepare a project (rushed for time), vs. academia where you often have lots of time to                
really think about something/research something. 

- Althea Grundling: ARC has aspects of both. Now more requirements to get projects in              
(consultancy). The organisation has requirements you need to adhere to but consultancy            
environment is quick so this can introduce a lot of stress. ARC allows being exposed to                
both so this is a great benefit - working on projects while studying. 



 
 

- Kate Rowntree: I was fortunate in being able to combine an academic career with              
consultancy and could choose which projects I wanted to be involved in. 

- Heinz Beckedahl: Academic jobs are few. But so is consultancy. You need to be              
adaptable, flexible. Consultancy often means short term so if that is not for you you               
should avoid consultancy. Look at opportunities as they arise. Be open to them as they               
come along and don’t overthink it. 

- Kate Rowntree: Yes, be open to opportunities. 
- Suzanne Grenfell: Good point Heinz, sometimes the world decides for you. 

- Laura Bannatyne: "consultancy" is such a range. Working for (and being paid by) a large               
firm and timesheeting to the quarter hour is a world away from being self-employed and               
trying to manage time and cash flows. 

 
5. What is the best way to gain experience?  
- Bennie van der Waal: Take up what you can early on, even during your Honours. Small                

projects to learn from. These expose you to other topics and to target other problems.               
Also network - help on other projects. Networking exposes you to other people and stay               
in touch with them. If you do good work they might ask you to help them with other                  
projects. Also stay involved in long-term research projects (funded projects). Also take            
risks. 

- Althea Grundling: Don’t overthink it - just do it. If an opportunity arises take it. Do                
something new, don’t be uncertain or afraid. Take up whatever comes along. Do your              
best for each task. This is also how you learn. You will also learn new skills. 

- Kate Rowntree: Keep in with your supervisor and ask to be involved whenever possible. 
- Laura Bannatyne: Help other people with their fieldwork 

- Kate Rowntree: Yes Laura, that is a great way to learn. It’s how I learnt a lot as a                   
student. 

 
 

6. You spoke about wanting to target Geography departments in universities, is this open             
to Geoscience/Geology departments as well? 

- Geomorphology is not only taught in geography departments, depending on          
which university of faculty you reside in. So the SAYG will definitely try to target               



 
 

everyone that is involved with geomorphology, not only those housed in           
geography departments. 

 
7. Many early career geomorphologists struggle to register for SACNASP. The reason is            

because many come from geography backgrounds and therefore have human          
geography subjects at the undergraduate level. Having undergraduate subjects aligned          
with your field of practice is one of the requirements to register for SACNASP. How can                
this problem be solved? 

- Suzanne Grenfell: Good question. Geography's multidisciplinary nature is a         
'problem' for SACNASP. 

- Rona Schröder: Registering at SACNASP for Environmental Science could         
possibly resolve some of the subject issues. I do know they have issues with              
some BA degrees. 

- It almost feels as if SACNASP Act and the SAQA Act are at odds in terms of                 
several concepts 

 
 


